
Tokyo Declaration on Sustainable Recovery 

 

In this summer of 2021, we are welcoming the Olympic and Paralympic Games Tokyo 2020. 

 
Raising “Unity in Diversity” and “Connecting to Tomorrow” as the visions for the Tokyo 2020 

Games, and also as the first city in the world to host the Summer Paralympic Games for the 

second time, Tokyo has been committed to realizing a truly inclusive society. Tokyo has also 

undertaken various initiatives to leave valuable legacies in a diversity of fields. These include 

the delivery of an eco-friendly, sustainable Games and dissemination of the arts and culture. 

 
Now, as the world confronts global-scale challenges, we cities are given an even greater mandate 

to play concrete and active roles in finding solutions to these issues with the understanding and 

cooperation of a diversity of actors including our citizens, companies, and NPOs.  

 
Recovery from the pandemic should not simply be a return to life before COVID-19. It provides 

us with the opportunity to realize resilient and sustainable societies full of diversity and inclusion, 

while responding flexibly to changes the coronavirus crisis has brought to society and the 

perception of values.  

 
We must also not forget to deal with the climate crisis that is endangering the future of humanity. 

It is now time to accelerate actions. Under the slogan, “Time to Act,” we must immediately 

address the climate emergency. 

 
We have also recognized anew that the arts and culture are not only elements that make up the 

appeal of cities, but are crucial in providing moral support and generating inspiration, activity, 

and discovery of new values. We shared the belief that the flame of culture should not be 

extinguished, and shall work for the flames of cultures throughout the world to shine brightly 

again.  

 
It is with such aspirations that we hereby declare that in order to forge a bright future and leave 

a rich planet to following generations, we shall engage in efforts for a green, just, and sustainable 

recovery in various aspects concerning society as a whole, including the environment, the 

economy, culture, sports, human rights, and the awareness and behavior of people and companies, 

with the aim to realize sustainable lives for all people, and we shall expand and establish this 

throughout the world. 

 

Endorsed by the following cities 

Tokyo  Brisbane  Dakar  Los Angeles  Paris 

Amman  Amsterdam  Auckland  Australian Capital Territory  Bangkok  Barcelona  

Belgrade  Berlin  Bishkek  Hanoi  Helsinki  Istanbul  Jakarta  Kathmandu  London  



Milan  Moscow  Mogadishu  Nouakchott  Queensland  Rio de Janeiro  Rotterdam  

Rome  Rotterdam  São Paulo  Seoul  Taipei  Tallinn  Tel Aviv  Tirana  Tomsk  

Ulaanbaatar  Vancouver  Wellington 

 

 


